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very slowly, drifting away....
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with the index and
middle fingers (without nails)
velutato
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vary the value of
each note
ord.
repeat this bar 2 or 3 times, 
the order of notes can change







play any of the notes in this
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as close to the nut 
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gently strum the
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slide upward, as fast 
as possible using the thumb
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violent, with suppressed rage
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starting above the SH,
press the string indicated,
with the middle finger nail (r.h.)
and slowly slide down the string 
to the nut producing a
 high pitched gliss.Ê¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯5:4y
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as before, but slowing down to a stopÊ
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